
 

 

             vf/kU;kl (Assignment)      

                         Master of Arts Programme (M.A.) 

fo’k; & n’kZu’kkL=                        fo’k; dksM % ,e-,-ih-,p- &01 

Subject : Philosophy                     Subject Code % MAPH-01 

dkslZ ‘kh’kZd % Hkkjrh; n’kZu                            vf/kdre vad & 30  

Course Title : Indian Philosophy                       Maximum Marks -30 

‘
Note: Long Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 800 to 1000 words.      Answerall 
questions. All questions are compulsory. 

 [k.M & ^v* 

                        SECTION ‘A’         Minimum Marks : 18 
 

  

        Discuss the nature of perception according to Nyaya Philosophy

What is the concept of Philosophy? Discuss the classification of Indian Philosophy.  

            What are the basic feastures of Indian Philosophy? Discuss. 

      Explain and examine the Jain Doctrine of Saptabhng-nyaya.  
    

             Give a critical exposition of Charvaka theories of Soul and God.

    

  
Discuss the nature and kinds of 'Jiva' according to Jainas.  

3. 

         Explain the second Noble truth of Buddhism.

               Explain and examine the Jain Doctrine of Saptabhng-nyaya.

   Explain the second Noble truth of Buddhism.

 
  SECTION ‘B’  

Minimum Marks : 12 
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Note : Short Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 200 to 300 words. All question are compulsory. 
 

4.  

    What are the basic feastures of Indian Philosophy? Discuss.  

    Discuss the nature of perception according to Nyaya Philosophy.

   
      Explain the concept of Vyapati accoridng to Nyaya Philosophy.

5.  

     Distinguish between the Brahman of Sankara and that of Ramanuja.  

Write short notes on Chitt and Vritti.  

6.   

   Explain Mimansa theory of Karma and Phala.  

     Describe 'Samvaya‟ in short.  

7. 

How Does Sankara Explain the World. Is the World real or unreal ? 

      Concept of Good accoridng to Nyaya Philosophy.  

    

8.  

     Explain the Vaisesika conception of Samanya.  

       What is the concept of Vishistadwait.  

    Give a critical exposition of Charvaka theories of Soul and God.  

     Dharma and Adrist according for meemansa.



 

 

             vf/kU;kl (Assignment)      

       Master of Arts Programme (M.A.) 

fo’k; & n’kZu’kkL=      fo’k; dksM % ,e-,-ih-,p- &02 

Subject : Philosophy      Subject Code % MAPH-02 

dkslZ ‘kh’kZd % ik’pkR; n’kZu        vf/kdre vad & 30  

Course Title : Western Philosophy         Maximum Marks -30 

‘
Note: Long Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 800 to 1000 words.  Answerall  
questions. All questions are compulsory. 

SECTION ‘A’                        Minimum Marks : 18 
1. Discuss Socrates’ statement knowledge is virtue?  

  Explain the second Noble truth of Buddhism.  

 Discuss the method of Philosophizing practiced by Socrates. 

  

2. Discuss the minel body relationship problem in rationalisation.  

     How is change and permanence discussed in early Greek Philosophy?  

3. Discuss the catogories of understanding in the philosophy of Kant.  

   What is Saphist account of privelege?

 
SECTION ‘B’ 
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Minimum Marks : 12  

Note : Short Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 200 to 300 words. All question are compulsory.  

4. Discuss the problem of Being and Becoming in the carly Greek Philosophy.  

What is Zeno‟s Paradax?  

5. Explain Hegel’s Absolute Idealism.  

       Discuss Socrates theory of privelge and certain.  

‘
6. Explain and Examine Plato’s doctrine of Ioleas.  

What are Farm and Matter in Austatte‟s Philosophy?  

7.  Discuss Dimocritus’satomism.  

    What are the main featurs of ideas?  

8. Discuss Aristotle’s classification of casue.  

     Discuss space & time accoridng to Kant.  

9. Explain St-Aqine’s arguments to prove the existence of God.  

     Explain Kant‟s Criticism.  



 

 

             vf/kU;kl (Assignment)      

       Master of Arts Programme (M.A.) 

 

fo’k; & n’kZu’kkL=       fo’k; dksM % ,e-,-ih-,p- &03 

Subject : Philosophy      Subject Code % MAPH-03 

dkslZ ‘kh’kZd % ‘kadjkpk;Z dk n’kZu       vf/kdre vad & 30  

Course Title : Philosophy Of  Shanker                  Maximum Marks -30 

‘
Note: Long Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 800 to 1000 words.      Answerall 
questions. All questions are compulsory. 

SECTION ‘A’                                     Minimum Marks : 18 
 

1. 

   Discuss Ajativada according to Gaudapada 
    

‘
  Why is Sankara‟s Philosophy called Advaitavada? Explain, according to him, the conception of God.  

‘

    What is the view of Shanker about Madhyamika philosophy. Discuss. 
     

‘
     Explain clearly Sankara‟s conceptionof world and Maya.  

‘  
3. 
     Is Shanker crypto Buddhist? Discuss in detail.  

   

‘
    Explain Sankara‟s doctrine of Moksha 

‘
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SECTION ‘B’ 

Minimum Marks : 12 
 

Note : Short Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 200 to 300 words. All question are compulsory.  

      What does Advaita Vedant Mean? Discuss common characteristics of Advaita Vedant?  
    

‘
Is Shankar a Crypto Buddhist? Discuss.  

 

5.    

      Explain Anirvachaniya Khayativada.  

         

     

       Explain the word ‘Atha’ in Athatobrahmajigyaysa Sutra.  

        Tattvamasi (That thou art)  

         

     How does Shankeracharya criticise Sankhya Darshan? Discuss 

    Panchikaran  

    Discuss the natue of Moksa according to Shanker.  

9. 

  The World is Mithya. Discuss.  

    Ajativad in Advait Vedant Philosophy. Discuss. 



 

 

             

                 vf/kU;kl (Assignment)      

 Master of Arts Programme (M.A.)

 

fo’k; & n’kZu’kkL=       fo’k; dksM % ,e-,-ih-,p- &04 

Subject : Philosophy                           Subject Code % MAPH-04 (O)/MAPH-07 (N)                                                               

dkslZ ‘kh’kZd % v}Sr osnkar         vf/kdre vad & 30  

Course Title : Advet Vedant             Maximum Marks -30 

‘
Note: Long Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 800 to 1000 words.      
Answerall questions. All questions are compulsory 
 

Minimum Marks : 18 

SECTION ‘A’ 

1. 

     Explain the  concept of varartavada according to Advaita Vadanta  

‘
    Examine the arguments given by Shankar for rejection of Buddhist view..  

 

   

  What is the nature of Hedonimsm? Discuss the Benthum’s and Mill’s contribution to hedonism. 

 

‘
      Discuss Sankara Refutation of Panch Ratru system.  

 

Write an essay on the epistemology of Advaits Vedanta.  

    

   Describe the Ethical Philosophy of Bhagwat Gita. 

3. ‘
    Discuss critically Sankara’s refutation of Sarvastirada Buddism .  

   

Criticise Ramanuja‟s arguments for the rejection of Maya theory. 

 

   

   Discuss the nature of Moral Judgement. 
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                                                                  SECTION ‘B’ 

Minimum Marks : 12 
 

Note : Short Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 200 to 300 words. All question are compulsory. 
  

4.  

 Distinguish between tatastha and swarop Lakshanas of Brahman and discuss why fatastha lakshana is     required 

along with swaroop Lakshana.  

    

Explain the division of Indian Philosophy into Orthodox and Heteradox.  

    Describe the concept of Four Purusharth. 

5. 
    Describe Ajativada .  

    
     Describe Ajativada.  

   Discuss the Kant’s doctrin of Good-will.

6. 
    Criticira Ramaniya’s arguments for the rejection of maya theory.  

 
   
    Explain Advaitic theory of Error.  

   Describe the importance of perfortinism.

7. ‘
     How does shankara prsre that reality is nondual  ?  Expliain ? 

    
    Describe Janmadhysa Yatah.  

    Explain the docrtin of common good according to Green.

8. 
    Discuss Gjaudopada’s arguments against the theory of causation.   

   
    How, according to Advaita Vedanta, world is unreal? Describe.  

   What do you mean by the doctrin of Eonds and Means.

9. ‘
    In what sense does Sankara describe the  world as Mithya? Discuss.  

Explain the concept of Liberation of Advaita Vedanta.

   What do you mean by Rit and Rin.



 

 

             vf/kU;kl (Assignment)      

   Master of Arts Programme (M.A.) 
 

fo’k; & n’kZu’kkL=        fo’k; dksM % ,e-,-ih-,p- &05 

Subject : Philosophy       Subject Code % MAPH-05 (O)/MAPH-08 (N) 

dkslZ ‘kh’kZd % ckS) n’kZu        vf/kdre vad & 30  

Course Title : Boudh Darshan                     Maximum Marks -30 

 

    Minimum Marks : 18 

SECTION ‘A’ 

‘
Note: Long Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 800 to 1000 words.  Answerall 
questions. All questions are compulsory. 

 
1.  Discuss critically the yogacare concept of Alayavijnana.  

Crically examine Buddhist theory of dependent organiation.  

    Discuss the nature of madhyamika Dialectic.  

2. Discuss critically the Buddhism theory of momentoriness.  

      Discuss. „No Soul theory of Buddhist Philosophy.  

3. Concept of niroana according to Hinyana.  

    Describe Buddhist concept of Liberation.
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 SECTION ‘B’ 

Minimum Marks : 12 

Note : Short Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 200 to 300 words. All question are 

compulsory. 

 

4.  Refutation of external world by yogacara vignavada.  

Concept of Sunyata.  

‘

      Buddhist theory of causation.  

5.   Means of attainment of Nirvana.  

Arthakriyaparitva  

    The doctrine of ‘Apoha’.  

6. Basic difference between Vaibhashika and sautantrika.  

     Theory of momentariness  

   Concept of niroana according to Hinyana.  

7. Buddhist theory of causation.  

Panch Skandh  

    Refutation of external world by yogacara vignavada.  

8. Discuss the nature of madhyamika Dialectic.  

Brahma Vihar  

. 

‘

The doctrine of ‘Apoha’. 

   viksgokn 

        vFkok  

     Avidya

 



 

 

             vf/kU;kl (Assignment)      

 Master of Arts Programme (M.A.) 

 

fo’k; & n’kZu’kkL=       fo’k; dksM % ,e-,-ih-,p- &06 

Subject : Philosophy      Subject Code % MAPH-06 (O)/MAPH-09 (N) 

dkslZ ‘kh’kZd % ledkyhu ik’pkR; n’kZu      vf/kdre vad & 30  

Course Title : Contemporary Western Cours Philosophy                     Maximum Marks -30 

 

Minimum Marks : 18 

SECTION ‘A’ 

 

‘
Note: Long Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 800 to 1000 words. Answerall 
questions. All questions are compulsory. 

 
1.‘Truth is subjectivity` state and examine.  

Critically explain verification theory of meaning.  

2.`Man is condemned to be free` critically explain.  

Explain Wittgenstein‟s Language game theory.  

3. What is common sense knowledge according to Moore? 

?  
   
       Discuss Sartre‟s concept of Bad Faith.
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SECTION ‘B’ 

Minimum Marks : 12 

Note : Short Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 200 to 300 words. All question are 

compulsory. 

 

4 . How does Ayer eliminate metaphysics? Critically discuss.  

? 

        Explain Moore‟s refutation of idealison.  

5. Explain and examine Husserl`s phenomenological method.  

Critically explain Russell‟s Logicall Atomism.  

6.   The world is the totality of facts not of things`explain.  

      Discuss Functions of Philosophy, according to logical positivism.  

7 . Critically discuss Wittgenstein`s picture theory of meaning.  

    What according to Wittgenstein, is the use theory of meaning? Describe.  

8. What is logical construction? explain.  

? 

      Explain Phenomenological Reduction of Hussert.  

What is Bed Faith according to Satra   

      Explain Kierlcegaard‟s notion of truth is subjectivity.

‘



 

 

             vf/kU;kl (Assignment)      

 Master of Arts Programme (M.A.) 
 

fo’k; & n’kZu’kkL=       fo’k; dksM % ,e-,-ih-,p- &07 

Subject : Philosophy      Subject Code % MAPH-07 (O)/MAPH-04 (N) 

dkslZ ‘kh’kZd % vf/kuhfr’kkL=                                     vf/kdre vad & 30  

Course Title : Metethics                       Maximum Marks -30 

 

Minimum Marks : 18 
SECTION ‘A’ 

 

‘
Note: Long Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 800 to 1000 words. Answerall 
questions. All questions are compulsory. 

 
1. What are the `Prima-Facie Duties` according to` Rass` and why ?  

?  
     
                      Write an essay on emotivism of A.J. Ayer.

2. What kind of problem do we face while deducing moral judgments from factual statement?  

?  
     

Describe major problems of subjective naturalism.  

      

.          3.      Discuss the nature objectives and scope of metaethics: how is it different from     normative ethics?  

 

                       Define Metaethics, also explain its classification.  
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  SECTION ‘B’ 

Minimum Marks : 12 

 

Note : Short Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 200 to 300 words. All question are compulsory. 

 
4.  Criticize briefly the emotion of C.L. Steverson.  

Indefimability of Good.  

‘

Compare briefly the metaethical ideas of hare and Novell Smith.  

        Objective Naturalism.  

6.  What is the testimony of moral jugjements according to A.J.Ayer?  

?  

      Metaphysical theory of Meta ethics.  

   

7. How does R.M. Hare establish distinction between moral judjemnt and general commands?  

? 
 

    Kinds of ethical disagreement.  

  

‘
8.  What are the fundamental problems of subjective naturalism? How is it     different from objective     

naturalism?  

? ?  
 

   Concept of Prescriptivity.  

   

‘
9.   ‘If I am asked `what is good`, then my response would be that good is good  and that is the end of the  matter.’ Discuss        

the non naturalism of G.E.moore in the light of abovementioned statement.  

‘ ‘ ‘

 
  Concept of Universalizability. 

 

‘



 

 

             vf/kU;kl (Assignment)      

Master of Arts Programme (M.A.) 
 

fo’k; & n’kZu’kkL=       fo’k; dksM % ,e-,-ih-,p- &08 

Subject : Philosophy      Subject Code % MAPH-08 (O)/MAPH-05 (N) 

dkslZ ‘kh’kZd % ledkyhu Hkkjrh; n’kZu                                        vf/kdre vad & 30  

Course Title : Coutemporary Indian Philosophy                              Maximum Marks -30 

 

Minimum Marks : 18 

SECTION ‘A’ 

 

‘
Note: Long Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 800 to 1000 words.      
Answerall questions. All questions are compulsory. 
 

 
               Point out ‘Sarvadharma Sambhava’ of Gandhiji.  

 
   What is Sri Aurobindo‟s Integral Yoga? Describe it with Chief Characteristics.  

 
              Point out the theory of subjectivity in Krishna Chandra Bhattacharya.  

 
 
               Discuss Radhakarishan‟s concept of Human Life.

     3.   

             Explain the Metophysicals views? Swami Vivekanand.  

 
 

             Write an essay on Practical Vedant of Swami Vivekanand.  

 
               
 

 

 
SECTION ‘B’ 

                                                                                                                        Minimum Marks : 12 
 

Note : Short Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 200 to 300 words. All question are 

compulsory.  
 

4. 

     Point out Atheism of Devi Prasad Chattopadhyaya.  
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     What is the concept of Philosophy accoridng to D.P. Chattopadhyay.  

 

     Which concept of God was supporting by Mahatma Gandhi? Discuss.  

 
   
     What is the concept of Satyagraha?  

 

6.  

     Discuss the existential concept of J. Krishnanmurti.  

 
      Explain J. Krishnamurti‟s views on Philosophy 

 
     
7.  

     Discuss theory of Evolution in Shri Aurobindo’s Philosophy.  

 
 

Discuss the nature of Sachchidananda in Sri Aurobindo‟s Philsophy.  

 
     

     Discuss the Spiritual Humanitariarism of Radh Krishnan.  

 
      Discuss K.C. Bhattacharya‟s concept of freedom. 

 

9.  

    Point out views of Iqbal regarding God. 

 

      Discuss Iqbal‟s concept of world.  

 



 

 

             vf/kU;kl (Assignment)      

  Master of Arts Programme (M.A.) 

 

fo’k; & n’kZu’kkL=       fo’k; dksM % ,e-,-ih-,p- &09 

Subject : Philosophy      Subject Code % MAPH-09 (O)/MAPH-06 (N) 

dkslZ ‘kh’kZd % /keZ n’kZu                     vf/kdre vad & 30  

Course Title : Philosophy of religion       Maximum Marks -30 

 

Minimum Marks : 18 

SECTION ‘A’ 

‘

Note: Long Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 800 to 1000 words.  Answerall 
questions. All questions are compulsory. 
 

1. Discuss a few solutions of the problem of evel.  

     Describe the relation between religion and science.  

 

2. Discuss Ontological Argument.  

 
       Write an essay on Panthelism.  

 

3. Discuss a few argument for proving immortality of soul.  

 
      Critically examine cognitive theory of religious language.
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SECTION ‘B’ 

                                                                                                               Minimum Marks : 12 

Note : Short Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 200 to 300 words. All question are 

compulsory.  

  4  .   What ido you understand by philosophy of Relegion? How does it differ   from Theology?  

? ? 
 

           Briefly explain faith and reason.  

    
 

  5.     What is Theism ? Differentiate between Deism and Theism.  

? 
 

     Discuss the paradex of Omnipatence.  

 

 6.    Through light on the Omniscience of God.  

   
 

 State and examine arguments in support of immortality.  

  
 

 7.   Discuss critically A.J Ayer`s non cognitive theory of Religious Langauge.  

 
Explain non-cognitive theory.  

 

 8.  Write short not on Faiths and Belief.  

 
Describe teleological argument.  

 

Discuss semi-cognitive theory with special reference to Paul Tillich.  

 
 

Characteristics of mysticism. 

 
            



 

 

             vf/kU;kl (Assignment)      

       Master of Arts Programme (M.A.) 

 

fo’k; & n’kZu’kkL=       fo’k; dksM % ,e-,-ih-,p- &10 

Subject : Philosophy      Subject Code % MAPH-10 (O)/MAPH-10 (N) 

dkslZ ‘kh’kZd % rdZ’kkL=                           vf/kdre vad & 30  

Course Title : Logic                         Maximum Marks -30 

 

Minimum Marks : 18 

SECTION ‘A’ 

 

‘
Note: Long Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 800 to 1000 words.  Answerall 
questions. All questions are compulsory. 

 
             What do you understand by validity. How can validity be established by formal proofs.  

 
 

Discuss the nature and scope of logic in detail.  

 

 
              What is Symbolization? Point out the symbolization of different relations.  

 
 

Discuss the preliminary quantification rules for proving validity with suitable examples.  

 

 

             Use truth table to determine the validity or invalidity of the following argument form :  

             (AVB) (A.B.) AVB  A.B.  

 P          P  (q. r) /  

Use truth table to determine the validity or invalidity of the following argument form.  

P   (q. r) /  
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SECTION ‘B’ 

Minimum Marks : 12 
 

Note : Short Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 200 to 300 words. All question are 

compulsory.  

 
 

4.  

     Discuss quantification theory of brief.  

 

    Distinguish between proposition and setnence.  

5. 

    Discuss the nature of Argument. What is truth and validity, Explain it.   

 
    

    Discuss statement and statement-form.  

6. Dx : X Rx : X 

     Diplomats are not always rich’. Symblize it.    Dx : X is a diplomat   Rx : X is rich  

 
    

     Describe Mill‟s joint method of agreement and disagreement.  

      What is proposition. Discuss kinds of proposition.  

 
    

     Discuss the rule of indirect proof with examples.  

8.  

    Make a clear distinction between bound and free variables.  

 (X) (Dx  
  
   
 Constiset a formal proof of validity of the following argument.  

 
   
   



 

 

 

             vf/kU;kl (Assignment)      

       Master of Arts Programme (M.A.) 

 

fo’k; & n’kZu’kkL=         fo’k; dksM % ,e-,-ih-,p- &11 

Subject : Philosophy        Subject Code % MAPH-11 

dkslZ ‘kh’kZd % dk.V dk n’kZu        vf/kdre vad & 30  

Course Title : Philosphy of Kant                   Maximum Marks -30 

 

Minimum Marks : 18 

SECTION ‘A’ 

‘

Note: Long Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 800 to 1000 words.   Answerall 
questions. All questions are compulsory. 
 

 ‘
            Explain ‘Good Will ‘ according to Kant.  

 
 

Discuss the main problems of Kant‟s crelegue of pure reason.  

 

 ? 
            What is the categorical Imperatiue according to Kant? Explain. 

 
  

Discuss Kant‟s account of space.  

 

 
            Discuss Kant ‘s synthelic opriori judgements. 

 
 

What are the characters of Phenomena and Neomena as thing in themselves?
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– 
Section – B 

: ‘
Note : Short Answer Questions – Answer should be given in 200 to 300 words. All questions are 

compulsory.  

Maximum Marks : 12 
 

 ? 

           Why does kant call self as Transcendental synthalic original unity of pure      

 Apperecption? Explain. 

 
 

What is Kant‟s copernican revolution?  

 

 ? 
? 

What is criticism according to Kant? How has he reconciled between the  conflicting claims of 

rationalism and Empiricism ? Discuss  

 

How is idealism rejected?  

 

  

? 
What does Kant mean of by saying Percepts without concepts are blind and concepts without 

percepts are empty? Explain.  

 

What are the 12 categaries of understanding and how are they arrived at?  

 

 
Explain Kant ‘s statement ‘understandings makes nature ‘  

 

What is Diatective?  

 

 
Discuss Kant ‘s Transcendental Deduction of categories.  

 

How does Kant reject Descartes idea of a permanent soul?  

 

? 
          What is Kant ‘s philosophy called Transcendental idealism? Explain.  

 



 

 

      

           What are the prescepparations of morality?  

 



 

 

             vf/kU;kl (Assignment)      

       Master of Arts Programme (M.A.) 

fo’k; & n’kZu’kkL=         fo’k; dksM % ,e-,-ih-,p- &12 

Subject : Philosophy        Subject Code % MAPH-12 

dkslZ ‘kh’kZd % xkW/kh n’kZu                   vf/kdre vad & 30  

Course Title :Gandhian  Philosphy           Maximum Marks -30 

 

Minimum Marks : 18 

SECTION ‘A’ 

‘

Note: Long Answer Questions. Answer should be given in 800 to 1000 words.      
Answerall questions. All questions are compulsory. 

 
 

            Discus the meaning and importance of Gandhi ‘ s concept of Satyagraha.  

 
 

Describe the nature of Gadhian‟s Ethics.  

 

Discuss the doctrin of truth and non-violence.  

 
Explain Gandhi ‘s concept of ‘swadeshi ‘  

 

Doyou agree with view that end justifies means?  

 

Clarify Gandhiana statement that ‘Truth is God’.  

 
Explain decentralization of state according to Gandhi 

 

Evaluate the relevance of Ahinsa in present time.  

 

Compare the ethical thoughts of Gandhi and Marx.

– 
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                                                                            Section – B 

: ‘
Note : Short Answer Questions – Answer should be given in 200 to 300 words. All questions are 

compulsory.  

Maximum Marks : 12 

 
Discuss Gandhi constructire contributions in social life 

 

What do you mean by Passive resistance.  

 

What is differents between Strike and Dharna?  

 
Discuss the kinds of Satyagrah according to Gandhi.  

 

Explaint he human nature accoridng to Gandhi Ji.  

 

Describe the Loctrine of Varna accoridng to Gandhi Ji.  

 
Explain Gandhi ‘ s concept of ‘ Swaraj ‘  

 

What do you mean by Swadeshi?  

 

Evaluate the doctrin of Swaraj.  

 
‘ Means justifies end ‘ discuss according to Gandhi.  

 

Evaluate the doctrine of Trusteeship.  

 

Discuss the Gender Equality accoridng to Gandhiji.  

 
Discuss the difference between ‘Varna’ and ‘jati’ according to Gandhi.  

 

Discuss the Importance of communal unity.  

 

Briefly narrate the doctrine of Sarvodaya.  

 
Distinguish between ethical thoughts of Gandhi and Marx 

Discuss the Purasharth.  

 
What is the relevance of Decentralisation in Globlisation? 


